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Once we tuck our motorcycles in for the night, it’s fun to continue the ride with a good book. 
Women Riders Now (WRN) has put together a collection of some of our favorite moto-reads 
from the last few years. The best part—these books have been written by women motorcycle 
enthusiasts, with the exception of one, which was co-authored by a husband and wife duo. 
You may recall several of these talented authors from articles we have featured here on WRN.

Mimi and Moto Ride The 

Alphabet

By Nancy Gerloff and Mark Augustyn, 

Illustrated by Aveliya Savina and Marat Kurokhtin

Hardcover, $14.99 | 28 pages
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We first heard about Nancy and Mark’s cute little monkeys in 2016 when we reviewed their

first book, The Adventures of Mimi and Moto: The Motorcycle Monkeys.

Riding the success of the first book, they debuted their new release at the AIMExpo, winning

WRN’s award for “Best Off-The-Bike Product.” Mimi and Moto Ride The Alphabet is just as

adorable as the first book. Colorful illustrations of Mimi and Moto and their family and

friends represent all aspects of motorcycling, covering hill climbs, motocross, choppers, dual-

sports, vintage bikes, and so much more.

Each page features a letter of the alphabet, using it in several motorcycle-related terms and

phrases in a fun easy-to-understand way. Educational and inspiring, Mimi and Moto Ride

The Alphabet helps girls and boys learn to read while sparking their motorcycle

imaginations. We particularly like how safety-conscious the duo is, as their wonderfully

vibrant gear match their equally colorful motorcycles. Non-gender biased, both Mimi and

Moto ride with both Mom and Dad’s full support.

WRN highly recommends this book for all young people no matter what their interest—let’s

get our little ones excited about two-wheeled possibilities while learning to read!
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